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digital navigation

➲Route maps    
  made easy

Simon Brown continues his series of tutorials with  
a guide to using digital mapping to plan a route.

Whether you’re using digital  

or paper maps to create 

waypoints and routes, the 

problems and thought processes involved in 

planning a walk are more or less the same. 

The difference with using digital mapping 

software (DMS) on your PC though is the ease 

and flexibility with which you can do it. In this 

issue’s tutorial I’ll explain what DMS is, how to 

use it to plan and prepare a route, and how it 

can benefit walks leaders.

➲ digital mapping 
softWare

DMS is basically a paper map (like an OS 

Landranger or Explorer), scanned and turned 

into an image, which is imported into a 

software package and calibrated. You can 

then create and modify any waypoint or  

route on the map on-screen with the click  

of a mouse. 

Some software will show the map in 3D, 

giving you a ‘virtual tour’ of the area you  

are visiting and allowing you to pan around 

and follow your route as though you were 

flying over it in a helicopter. This is superb  

for checking out any climbs and descents  

on your planned walk, and identifying good 

escape routes. 

GPS Training is the UK’s leading training expert, offering courses 
in GPS and digital mapping nationwide. Contact the team on  
( 01768 885855 or check out www.gpstraining.co.uk.

Once you’re satisfied with your route you 

can print off a paper copy for use in the field 

or transfer the data and coordinates to a GPS 

(or in the case of some new mobile devices, 

both maps and data).

➲ planning a Route
Traditionally, to plan  

a route you would sit 

down with a paper  

map, think about where 

the important decision 

points are on your route 

and find them on the 

map. You might then use a romer scale to 

create a map grid reference for these points 

and record them for use in the field, with all 

this information ending up becoming your 

route card. 

However, with DMS route planning can  

be more sophisticated. You can play about 

with your intended route and see the 

implications of adding or removing an extra 

leg in terms of time, distance and ascent/

descent. You can also fine-tune waypoints, 

moving them to new positions until you are 

satisfied with your plan. 

Once you have roughed out your route  

you can instantly create a route card which 

generally uses Naismith’s Rule to calculate 

the information (ie allowing one hour for 

every 5km/3 miles forward, plus 30 minutes 

for every 300m/1000ft of ascent). This 

approximation is useful for walks leaders 

leading a group with different levels of ability. 

When your route is complete you can save it 

to a file on your PC and share it with others 

by email, print off paper maps showing both 

the route and waypoints, or download the 

coordinates of the route to a GPS. 

➲ pRepaRing Walks 
using gps
As a voluntary ranger 

for a national park,  

I am involved in 

devising guided  

walks at both high and low level. I find the 

combination of GPS and DMS invaluable for 

this, not only for route preparation, but to 

ensure that walks leaders have up-to-date 

health and safety information (an important 

consideration for any walks leader these days). 

I use my GPS in the field to record all the 

information that others will need to follow  

my created route. I simply walk the intended 

route with my tracklog on and create marks 

along the way, recording potential hazards, 

decision points, lunch stops and great view-

points in the message box. I can even take 

photos to link to a future route card. On my 

return home I download all this information  

to my PC and use my DMS to create the  

route on a map. 

➲ Choosing the 
right softwaRe
There are numerous companies now making 

Ordnance Survey-based mapping software.  

So, essentially, the maps they display are all 

the same, with most packages based around 

the familiar 1:50,000 Landranger and 1:25,000 

Explorer series. But since Landranger maps 

deliver much more coverage for your money,  

I recommend you only buy 1:25,000 maps for 

the areas you walk most frequently. 

The real differences between the products 

are in how user-friendly they are. So my 

advice is to shop around and use a trial  

copy before buying – most suppliers will  

offer a trial version or a free download  

from their website.


